
GLASS CUTTING TABLE - MANUAL - New 

MODEL: SDRD 2L PU PP 

We manufacture glass cutting tables in various equipment configurations. Our products are characteristic for top functionality 

and service life because we processed flat glass and we know what customers expect from these machines. Our tables have 

been operating for a few years in glass processing plants on 3 continents. 

 

Our long-term experience enables us to design a machine whose functionality and quality satisfies the needs of our customers 

to the fullest extent.  

 

TABLE EQUIPMENT: 

 

- manually slid supports for vertical loading (covered with replaceable ash trees blocks) 

 

- 4 swivelling polyamide castors Ø80 for extreme loads of table movement 

 

- 4 adjustable feet for levelling the table in the operation place 

 

- table top surface - extremely resistant black felt 

 

- table top surface circumference covered with milled ash tree strips 

 

- 2 steel panels screwed beneath facilitating loading by means of a forklift 

 

- bottom base beam filled with vibrated concrete with steel reinforcement and dispersed concrete from polypropylene fibres in 

order to increase the stability and rigidity of the structure  

 

- pneumatic pivoting (the vertical and horizontal levelling of the table top surface) by means of an actuator with a hydraulic 

speed controller 

 

- breaking strips (breakers: longitudinal and transversal) controlled pneumatically by means of pedals mounted on the sliding 

foot panel with automatic return 

 

- an airbag with installed high pressure fan enabling the easy manipulation of heavy panes on the top surface (the fan is 

activated by means of a pedal on the foot panel and two additional switches mounted on the top surface circuit blow in the air 

under the panes, reducing friction significantly) 

- adjustable height of breaking strips sliding from the table top surface. 

BASIC TECHNICAL DATA: 

- weight: 900 kg 

- top surface size: 340 cm x 240 cm 

- height: 91 cm (adjustable +/- 2 cm) 

- electrical connection: 16 A 5 pin plug   

- air connection: standard 7.2 NW 

- air working pressure: 7 bar 

- fan power: 2.2 kW 

- voltage: 400 V 50 Hz 

DOCUMENTS ATTACHED TO THE MACHINE: 

- Declaration of Conformity with the applicable machinery standards 

- CE Marking 

- UE EMC Declaration 

- 12 months’ warranty  

- User’s Manual (in Polish and in English) 

 

This product is supplied ready for operation. Our company can also deliver the table within the EU and to other countries.  





















 
 


